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We present measurements of superconducting flux qubits embedded in a three dimensional copper
cavity. The qubits are fabricated on a sapphire substrate and are measured by coupling them inductively to
an on-chip superconducting resonator located in the middle of the cavity. At their flux-insensitive point, all
measured qubits reach an intrinsic energy relaxation time in the 6–20 μs range and a pure dephasing time
comprised between 3 and 10 μs. This significant improvement over previous works opens the way to the
coherent coupling of a flux qubit to individual spins.
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Electronic spins in semiconductors such as nitrogen
vacancy centers in diamond or phosphorus donors in
silicon can reach coherence times up to seconds [1–3]
and are therefore promising candidates for quantum infor-
mation processing. However, the main obstacle to an
operational spin-qubit quantum processor is the difficulty
of coupling distant spins. To solve this issue, it has been
proposed to couple each spin to a superconducting circuit
which acts as a quantum bus and mediates the spin-spin
interaction [4,5]. This approach requires reaching the
strong coupling regime where the coupling strength g
between the spin and the circuit is larger than their
respective decoherence rates. Among all superconducting
circuits, the largest coupling constants could be obtained
with flux qubits (FQ) [6–13] due to their large magnetic
dipole. They can reach up to g=2π ∼ 100 kHz for realistic
parameters, which is much larger than the best reported
spin decoherence rates. This brings a strong motivation for
developing FQs with a coherence time T2 > 2=g ∼ 4 μs.
FQ coherence times reported up to now are limited to

T2 ≲ 2 μs, with a sizeable irreproducibility [10,13]. The
reasons for these relatively short coherence times are
numerous but stem in part from the poor control of the
electromagnetic environment of the qubit in previously
used dc-SQUID readout setups [9–11]. A better control of
the environment was recently demonstrated in the case of
another superconducting qubit, the transmon, by using a
three dimensional (3D) cavity that allows reading out the
qubit and protecting it from spontaneous emission [14]. A
natural question is therefore whether it is also possible to
increase the coherence times of FQs and their reproduc-
ibility by using such a setup.
In this work, we present the first measurements of FQs

in a 3D cavity. The six qubits measured reach reproducible
coherence times T2 between 2 and 8 μs, which would be
already sufficient to reach the strong-coupling regime
with a single spin. In addition, our results shed light on
decoherence of FQs, giving evidence that charge noise

is the dominant decoherence mechanism at their flux-

insensitive point.
A scheme of the three dimensional cavity used in our

experiment is shown in Fig. 1(a). The cavity is made of
copper to enable the application of an external magnetic
field B to the FQs. Its dimensions are chosen for its first
mode to be at 5.6 GHz. The sample inserted in the cavity
is a sapphire chip with an LC resonator inductively coupled
to six FQs, with a coupling constant ∼50 MHz. The LC

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Cutaway representation of the 3D
cavity, with the LC circuit (in blue) on its sapphire chip. The
green arrow represents the applied magnetic field B. The red
arrow represents the ac electric field EðtÞ of the first mode of the
cavity. (b) Transmission spectrum of the cavity coupled to the LC
resonator. The first peak at frequency ωLC=2π ¼ 4.643 GHz
corresponds to the resonance of the LC resonator while the
two other peaks correspond to the first modes of the cavity.
(c)–(d) Circuit diagram and colorized SEM micrograph showing
the FQ (in red) inductively coupled to the LC resonator (in blue).
(e) Amplitude of the transmitted signal at frequency ωLC as a
function of B, showing the signal from the six qubits.
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resonator acts as an intermediate coupler [15] between the
FQs and the first cavity mode. It appears as a resonance
peak atωLC=2π ¼ 4.643 GHz in the transmission spectrum
[Fig. 1(b)] with a quality factor QLC ∼ 1.5 × 104 deter-
mined by the length of the input and output antennas inside
the cavity [see Fig. 1(a)].
Figure 1(d) presents a colorized SEM micrograph of

one of the FQs. It consists of a superconducting aluminum
loop of area A intersected by four Josephson junctions.
Three of the junctions are identical with a Josephson energy
EJ=h ¼ 250 GHz and a single electron charging energy
EC=h ¼ 3.6 GHz; the fourth junction area is smaller than
others by a factor α (see Table I). When the flux threading
the loop Φ ¼ BA is close to half a flux quantum Φ0=2, the
two states characterized by a persistent current �IP in the
loop become degenerate, hybridize, and give rise to an
energy splitting ℏΔ called the flux-qubit gap. This circuit
behaves therefore as a two-level system and its transition
frequency is ω01 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δ2 þ ε2

p
with ε ¼ 2IPΦb=ℏ and

Φb ¼ Φ − Φ0=2 [6,7].
The qubits are fabricated by double angle evaporation of

Al–AlOx–Al on sapphire. We use a trilayer PMMA-Ge-
MAA process [16,17], which provides a good precision and
reproducibility of the junction size and a rigid germanium
mask, robust to the O2 ashing and ion milling cleaning
steps, which evacuates efficiently the charges during
e-beam lithography. A more precise description of this
process is given in [18]. The measurements are performed
in a cryogen-free dilution refrigerator at a temperature of
33 mK. The device is magnetically shielded with 2
Cryoperm boxes surrounding a superconducting enclosure.
The cavity is also closed using Ecosorb corks and seals, in

order to protect the sample from electromagnetic radiation
that could generate quasiparticles [27]. The input line is
attenuated at low temperature to minimize thermal noise
and filtered with impedance-matched radiation-absorbing
filters. The readout output line includes several filters, two
isolators, and a cryogenic HEMT amplifier. Qubit state
manipulations are performed by injecting in the input line
microwave pulses at ωd ∼ ω01, followed by a readout pulse
at ωm ∼ ωLC whose amplitude and phase yield the qubit
excited state probability [28].
An advantage of the cavity readout is the possibility to

measure several qubits in a single run, by fabricating them
with different loop areas Ai so that the field Bi ¼ Φ0=2Ai at
which the flux reaches Φ0=2 is different for each qubit.
Figure 1(e) presents the amplitude of the transmitted signal
at frequency ωLC as a function of B, showing a dip in the
amplitude of the transmitted signal when the frequency of
any of the six FQs comes close to ωLC.
Each qubit is characterized by its spectroscopic param-

eters Δ and IP, extracted from the dependence of its
resonance frequency on the applied flux. These values,
given in Table 1, are in good agreement with the predictions
of the model described in [18] using both the measured
values of α and of the tunnel resistance of the junctions.
The coherence properties of each qubit are measured
with the appropriate microwave pulse sequence [29]: the
energy-relaxation time T1, the Ramsey coherence time T2R

from which one gets the Ramsey pure dephasing time
ðTφRÞ−1 ¼ ðT2RÞ−1 − ð2T1Þ−1, and the echo decay time
T2E yielding the echo pure dephasing time ðTφEÞ−1 ¼
ðT2EÞ−1 − ð2T1Þ−1.

FIG. 2 (color online). Characterization of Q3 (top panels) and Q4 (bottom panels): (a)–(b) (left panels) Measured qubit frequency
ω01ðΦbÞ (blue dots) and fit (red curve) yielding the qubit parameters Δ and IP. (Right panels) Spectroscopy data at Φb ¼ 0 (blue dots).
Q3 spectrum is fitted with a single Lorentzian peak; Q4 spectrum is fitted with a sum of two Lorentzian peaks separated by 150 kHz.
(c)–(d) (left panels) Qubit energy relaxation and spin-echo measurements. The excited state probability is plotted as a function of the
delay between the π pulse and readout pulse (blue dots) or between the two π=2 pulses of the echo sequence (purple dots). Red (orange)
solid line is an exponential fit to the energy relaxation (spin-echo) data. (Right panels) Measured Ramsey fringes (blue solid line), with
fit (red solid line) to exponentially damped single (top) and double (bottom) sine curves.
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We now present detailed measurements on the qubits
Q3 and Q4 having the longest coherence times. The flux
dependence of their frequency, shown in Figs. 2(a) and
2(b), yields Δ=2π ¼ 8.47 (9.01) GHz and IP ¼ 169
(160) nA for Q3 (Q4). Since both qubits were designed
to have the same parameters, this shows good control of
our e-beam lithography and oxidation parameters. We
now turn to the coherence times at the so-called optimal
point Φb ¼ 0, where the qubit frequency ω01 ¼ Δ is
insensitive to first order to flux noise [10,11]. Energy
relaxation [see Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)] is exponential with
T1 ¼ 8 μs for Q3 and 18 μs for Q4. Ramsey fringes
also show an exponential decay for Q3 with
TφR ¼ 8.5 μs, and an exponentially decaying beating
pattern for Q4 with TφR ¼ 10 μs. These features are
consistent with the qubit spectra measured after an exci-
tation pulse of ∼20 μs with a power well below saturation
[see Fig. 2(a)]: the Q3 line is Lorentzian with a full-width-
half-maximum (FWHM) of 85 kHz, while the Q4 line
consists of a doublet of two Lorentzians separated by
150 kHz and having a width of 40 kHz, whose origin is
discussed further below.
The amplitude of the spin-echo signal decays exponen-

tially [see Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)] with finite pure dephasing
times TφE ¼ 17 μs for Q3 and TφE ¼ 16 μs for Q4. This
moderate improvement compared to the Ramsey pure
dephasing times points out the presence of high-frequency
noise in our circuit in contrast to previous reports [11,13].
We attribute this effect to fluctuations in the photon number
(photon noise) of one or several cavity modes inducing
fluctuations of the qubit frequency due to the dispersive
shift [10,30,31]. This noise cannot be compensated by the
echo protocol because its correlation time (∼100 ns–1 μs)
given by the mode energy damping is shorter than the echo
sequence duration. By plunging the antennas deeper in the
cavity for reducing the cavity damping time, the observa-
tion of a lower T2E confirms this explanation [30,31].
Interestingly, removing the photon-noise contribution from
the Ramsey pure dephasing time yields a “low-frequency
Ramsey dephasing time” ð ~TφRÞ−1 ¼ ðTφRÞ−1 − ðTφEÞ−1
with ~TφR ¼ 16 μs for Q3 and ~TφR ¼ 30 μs for Q4.
This one order of magnitude improvement compared to
previous flux-qubit experiments that reported ~TφR in the
0.2–2.5 μs range at the optimal point [10,11,13] is
discussed later.
Away from the optimal point, decoherence is governed

mainly by flux noise in agreement with previous works
[11,13]. The Ramsey and spin-echo damping become
Gaussian as jΦbj increases, which is characteristic of
1=f noise [32]. Fitting the Ramsey (or echo) envelope
as fR;EðtÞ ¼ e−t=ð2T1Þe−ðΓφR;EtÞ2 , we observe a linear depend-
ence of ΓφR;E ¼ ðTφR;EÞ−1 on jΦbj, with ΓφR ∼ 4.5 ΓφE

(see Fig. 3), consistent with dephasing caused by
flux noise. Indeed, assuming a flux-noise power spectral
density SΦðωÞ ¼ AΦ=ω, one can show [11,32] that

ΓφE ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
AΦ ln 2

p j∂ω01=∂Φbj and ΓφR ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
AΦ lnð1=ωIRtÞ

p
×

j∂ω01=∂Φbj, with ωIR an infrared cutoff frequency deter-
mined by the rate of data acquisition, and j∂ω01=∂Φbj≃
2IPjεj=ℏΔ. In our experiments,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lnð1=ωIRtÞ

p
∼ 3.7 pre-

dicting ΓφR ∼ 4.5 ΓφE in agreement with the measured
value. We find an amplitude AΦ ¼ ð2.5 μΦ0Þ2 comparable
to previously reported values [11,13].
All six qubits were characterized in this way, over several

cooldowns (see Table I). Energy relaxation times were found
to change from cooldown to cooldown, and also to occa-
sionally change abruptly in the course of one cooldown.
Several mechanisms contribute to relaxation; among them,
spontaneous emission of a photon by the qubit in the
measurement lines (the so-called Purcell regime [33]).
Because this spontaneous emission rate T−1

P is also the rate
at which a photon coming from the measurement line is
absorbed by the qubit, it can be quantitatively determined by
measuring the qubit Rabi frequency ΩR for a given micro-
wave power Pin at the cavity input. For a qubit coupled
symmetrically to the input and output lines, one gets

TP ¼ 2

Ω2
R

Pin

ℏω01

: ð1Þ

FIG. 3 (color online). Pure dephasing rates of Q4 as a function
of Φb: Experimental (dots) and fitted (line, see text) echo (a) and
Ramsey (b) dephasing rates.

TABLE I. Parameters of the different measured FQs. Here Δ is
the FQ gap, IP is the persistent current flowing in the loop of the
qubit, α corresponds to the measured ratio between the small and
big junctions, T1 is the relaxation time, TP the Purcell limit time
due to the coupling of the qubit with the cavity, TφR and TφE the
coherence times at the optimal point obtained by Ramsey and
Echo sequences, respectively.

Δ=2π
(GHz)

IP
(nA) α

T1

(μs)
TP
(μs)

TφR
(μs)

TφE
(μs)

Q1 2.70 245 0.61 6-10 1.1 × 105 2 7
Q2 4.91 207 0.55 2 3 - -
Q3 8.47 169 0.49 6.5–8 30 8 17
Q4 9.01 160 0.49 13–18 270 10 16
Q5 9.71 171 0.43 5.5–12 90 5 >100
Q6 15.15 140 0.4 4 12 - -
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Comparing these estimates with the measured T1 times
(see Table I), we find that Q2 and Q6 are almost Purcell
limited. The intrinsic energy relaxation time 1=ðT−1

1 − T−1
P Þ

of all six measured qubits at their optimal point is thus in the
6–20 μs range. This significant improvement over previous
reports of T1 in the 0.5–4 μs range [9–11,34] (except one
sample for which T1 ¼ 12 μs [13]) is probably due to a
combination of several factors: good control of the electro-
magnetic environment in the 3D cavity [14], careful filtering
and shielding against infrared radiation [27], low-loss sap-
phire substrate, and different fabrication process.
The frequency dependence of the relaxation rate

Γ1 ¼ ðT1Þ−1 of Q4 in the vicinity of the optimal point is
shown in Fig. 4. Large variations are observed, with, in
particular, a reproducible increase of the relaxation rate by a
factor 2 over 1 MHz, as also recently observed for a
transmon qubit [35]. No corresponding anomaly in the
Rabi frequency was observed at this point, which excludes
spontaneous emission into the measurement lines [see
Eq. (1)]. We attribute therefore this peak to one resonant
microscopic two-level system (TLS) weakly coupled to the
qubit [35]. The remaining constant background ∼ð20 μsÞ−1
could be due to dielectric losses, vortex motion, or out-of-
equilibrium quasiparticles.
To estimate the quasiparticle contribution to relaxation,

the same measurements were performed at 150 mK, a
temperature at which the quasiparticle density is expected
to be close to its thermal equilibrium value. The relaxation

rate increases to Γð150 mKÞ
1 ≃ ð5 μsÞ−1 due to quasiparticles

with a similar frequency dependence as at 33 mK, although
less pronounced. Assuming that quasiparticles are mainly
generated in the pads of the LC resonator and diffuse into
the galvanically coupled qubits, we estimate the density of
quasiparticles in the vicinity of the qubit nqpð150 mKÞ ¼
1 μm−3 [36]. This density yields a theoretical relaxation

rate ΓðqpÞ
1 ¼ ð14 μsÞ−1 [18], lower than the measured value

by a factor 3, a discrepancy which we attribute to the

crudeness of the modeling of quasiparticle diffusion. Since

ΓðqpÞ
1 is proportional to the quasiparticle density [36], we

conclude that an out-of-equilibrium quasiparticle density of
∼0.3 μm−3 would be sufficient to explain the measured
energy relaxation times at 33 mK, which seems a plausible
value in view of earlier reports in other superconducting
qubit circuits [14,37,38]. However, the dielectric loss
contribution is also important. Taking into account reported
values of dielectric loss tangents ∼2 × 10−5 [18], we find

ΓðdielectricÞ
1 ∼ ð25 μsÞ−1, which is comparable to the mea-

sured values. Along these lines, we note that flux qubits
fabricated on a high resistivity silicon chip and measured
with the same setup at 33 mK showed a fivefold increase in
relaxation rate.
Another interesting aspect of our experiment is the long

Ramsey pure dephasing time TφR measured for Q3 and Q4

at their flux optimal point. Although not quite as long, all
measured qubits have TφR in excess of 3 μs (see Table I).
The origin of decoherence at the optimal point for FQs has
so far not been identified. One striking feature is the large
variability of reported values of TφR at the optimal point for
rather similar FQ samples, ranging from 0.2 μs [10] up to
10 μs in this work, whereas TφR ¼ 2.5 μs in [13]. A
doublet structure in the qubit line was frequently observed
at the optimal point [10,11,39], with a greatly varying
splitting [20 MHz in [10] and 150 kHz in this work, as seen
in Fig. 2(b)], which was also found to vary in time.
All these features are consistent with charge noise being

the dominant noise source limiting TφR at the optimal point.
The sensitivity to this noise is exponentially dependent
on the ratio EJ=EC [7], which is twice smaller in [10]
compared to the present work. Using the model described
in [18], we estimate a charge modulation amplitude of
∼50 kHz for Q3/Q4 compared to ∼120 MHz for [10]
(∼300 kHz for [13]), yielding a 3 orders of magnitude
lower charge noise sensitivity which explains qualitatively
the difference in dephasing time. The doublet line shape of
Q4 can be attributed to slow fluctuations of the electron
number parity on one of the qubit islands [39], as observed
for transmon qubits [38,40].
In conclusion, we have characterized the coherence

properties of six FQs in a three-dimensional microwave
cavity. We consistently find intrinsic energy relaxation
times T1 ranging between 6 and 20 μs, a significant im-
provement over previous FQ measurements that we attrib-
ute to good control of the electromagnetic environment
provided by the 3D cavity, low-loss substrate, and careful
filtering. We identify weakly coupled two-level systems,
quasiparticles, and dielectric losses as likely sources of
energy damping. At the optimal point, long Ramsey pure
dephasing times up to 10 μs are measured, limited by a
combination of photon noise and charge noise with roughly
equal contribution. We argue that charge noise is the
dominant microscopic dephasing mechanism for FQs at
the optimal point, and that its effect can be greatly mitigated

FIG. 4 (color online). Frequency dependence of the relaxation
rate Γ1 of Q4 in the vicinity of its optimal point at T ¼ 33 mK
(blue squares) and T ¼ 150 mK (red circles), showing an
increased relaxation rate caused by quasiparticles.
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by choosing proper qubit parameters. Our results prove that
FQs can reliably reach long coherence times, which opens
new perspectives for the field of hybrid quantum circuits, in
particular, for the coherent coupling of single spins to
superconducting circuits.
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